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INTRODUCTION
2019 is the beginning of the new Earth Era. That element is accentuated courtesy of Saturn,
Pluto and – soon – Jupiter in Capricorn, along with Uranus in Taurus. It is the prelude to the
rare Capricorn Convergence of 2020.
2019 is also the biggest astrological shift since 2011/2012, when Uranus and Chiron changed
sign. As the new sensibility establishes itself, the times feel turbulent and skittish. But
understanding your key astral passages for the year ahead is a huge advantage.
You may notice that some transit interpretations repeat themselves: this is because the
transits themselves wax and wane in intensity, like strange gods that come and go.
Nonetheless, these are your most vital astrological themes for the year ahead; your cosmic
advantage in complicated times.
May you prosper and find all you seek.

Pax Et Lux, xMystic
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NATAL HOUSE POSITION OF TRANSITING PLANETS
Jupiter in the 1st House
This is the mirror-shades at night transit. You morph into maximalism without a second
thought. Jupiter wants “big” and sends out gigantic tractor-beam rays attracting everything to
you. At least, that’s what it feels like. Limits that you were perfectly comfortable with before
now seem hopelessly plebeian and pointless. Your amplified magnetism pulls in a lot of
people and opportunities but not all of them are necessarily desirable. It’s also a fantastic
transit for putting on heaps of weight and dressing in ultra-lurid fashion. In fact, fuq it, just wear
a costume.

Saturn in the 2nd House
Saturn in the $$$ sector makes over your money vibe, ready or not. It usually starts out feeling
a bit sparse. Your awareness shifts. You go from being all in-the-moment and abundance
conscious to panic attacks about running out of lucre. Another possibility: Flashbacks to
previous episodes of poverty or compromises that you felt forced to make via financial
problems. But as with any Saturnine transit, the very awareness prompts a rebuild. Saturn
here is not suited to big spending or debt to fund life styling. It’s fantastic for debt reduction,
saving and restructuring. When Saturn is at work here, you budget and you like it. You turn
what could be an onerous burden into a strength of yours. It always feels fantastic when it is
over, like any delayed gratification venture.

Uranus in the 6th House
Uranus in the 6th inspires non-stop reinvention of efficiency, nutrition and fitness regimes. It's
the strongest time in your life (think seven or eight year phase) to apply advanced technology
toward better living and optimised functioning. Downside: Colleagues, employees or clients
not on the same frequency as you (aka most people) can find your energy erratic or they're
not just able to understand what you're on about. You need space to experiment and an
environment open to innovation, most likely one that you control. If you're a health practitioner,
prepare to rad right up with your healing and practice. Trust revolutionary instincts.

Neptune in the 4th House
First; the classic warning in place for this astral-passage. Unregulated sentiment could send
you screeching into an unwise purchase of property, family guilt-trip-inspired
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staying-in-one-toxic-place or Love Zombie crush motivated relocation. Police your psyche for
any sign of delusion; terminate on sight. Once you've cleared the scene of Lower Neptune
energy, the Shamanic Planet through the Home Sector is a time of heightened
House-Witchery genius, visionary architectural/building concepts, turning your home into a
Power Lair and being guided toward your ideal sanctuary.

Pluto in the 2nd House
Caution: don’t be even slightly slippery with your tax, debt or shared $$ situations. Pluto here
enhances your money consciousness, self worth and in some cases, actual bank balance. But
the connection between your psyche and your lucre has never been more taut. If you’re
attracting power trips re money, strip off the excess, streamline your thinking and
re-authenticate.
People often forget that Pluto is the God of Riches, among other things. But they are the
variety of riches that you make via soul-mining and the very success you score will change
you psychologically. Possibility: your values morph along with your income. Dysfunctional
Pluto in the 2nd goes nuts with money manipulations.

Transiting Planets Changing Houses
Jupiter in the 2nd House
on November 25, 2019
Money changes everything, they say. Well you’d sure as hell like a chance to find out for
yourself. Would you become brash and arrogant? Or charmingly true to your humble origins?
Perhaps Stealth Wealth, spending only on super-niche strange teas and being a Pilates geek?
Jupiter in the $$$ sector is excellent for money. It’s not like you just sit on your couch eating
potato chips and ‘manifesting.’ It’s more that you get the gumption to Goal Stalk at a higher
level and the momentum picks up fast. Doors open, opportunities appear and okay, fine, it’s
lucky as well.

PLANETARY ASPECTS
Jupiter Opposition Venus
from November 7, 2019 to November 17, 2019
Police your desires for impulse of rank idiocy. Jupiter Opposite Venus is when even intelligent
and grounded people suddenly go all-out on a poker match or the relationship equivalent of
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such an antic. It's the running off to Vegas, getting married after two hours of dating, buying a
Peacock to be your spirit animal, hiring a pool boy when you don't have a swimming pool,
purchasing unwearable clothes for your Shadow Selves style of transit. It goes fantastically
with Space Dust, Dream Weed and/or Blue Devil Hooch Juice.

Jupiter Square Pluto
from November 15, 2019 to November 25, 2019
Let's get the worst-case scenario over with first: Don't seethe or let grudges fester during this
transit. Pluto is Phoenix Power. You want it activated, but Jupiter square Pluto can
malfunction, inspiring resentment worthy of a hazardous materials rating. Watch it with the
suspicion and even righteous rage. The better case? You with reinvigorated life force, taking
whatever dark materials you have and turning them into fuel for your fantastic metamorphosis.

Jupiter Trine Midheaven
from February 9, 2019 to February 22, 2019
from May 30, 2019 to June 15, 2019
from October 7, 2019 to October 19, 2019
Jupiter Trine Midheaven works for calculated career risks and clever publicity stunts. Go
ahead and over-reach or invest into your business growth. It is really hard to stuff this one up.
Even 'brash' can work well. Don't bother with subtle.

Saturn Opposition Sun
from January 1, 2019 to January 4, 2019
Someone enters your life who acts as your own personal Saturn. That is, they trigger your
most persistent insecurities or shitty habits and force a solution. Sometimes, they are a wise
nurturing coach/mentor/healthy relationship partner, who gently nudges you into a healthier
paradigm or to actualize more of your talents. But often, it's a situation or an adversary who
rouses you to definitive action.

Pluto Opposition Mercury
from April 6, 2019 to May 15, 2019
Pluto Opposite Mercury is great for police work, medicine, science, sleuthing and
psychotherapy. You could also sideline in hypnosis, dazzling people with your breadth of
insider information and suspicion. Watch it with the latter. Yes be wowed by knowledge and
take advantage of any opportunities to up-morph your intellect. No, it's not helpful to develop a
giant 'operations board' with photos, maps and yellowing newspaper clippings pinned all over
it. The Change God in opposition to Mercury can sound dire and there are some dreary
descriptions of it in old textbooks but remember this: Mercury goes between worlds, relaxed
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and articulate in any terrain. Mercury is agile enough to respond to Plutonic Pressure. If you
do experience the downside of this transit - someone trying to coerce, control or take your
voice off you; you are (1) pre-warned and (2) going to take that force and use it for your
advancement.
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